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Abstract – Time Diﬀerential Perturbed Angular Correlation of γ-rays (TDPAC) experiments
were performed for the ﬁrst time in the decay of 68m Cu (6− , 721 keV, 3.75 min) produced at the
ISOLDE facility at CERN. Due to the short half-life of the source isotope, the measurements were
carried out online. The intermediate state (2+ , 84.1 keV, 7.84 ns) oﬀers the unique opportunity
to study the electromagnetic ﬁelds acting at a copper probe in condensed matter via hyperﬁne
interactions. The present work allowed determination of the nuclear moments for this state.
The electric quadrupole moment |Q(2+ , 84.1 keV)| = 0.110(3) b was obtained from an experiment
performed in Cu2 O and the magnetic dipole moment |μ| = 2.857(6) μN from measurements in
cobalt and nickel foils. The results are discussed in the framework of shell model calculations and
the additivity rule for nuclear moments with respect to the robustness of the N = 40 sub-shell.
editor’s choice
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Introduction. – Copper (Cu) in its native form is, reportedly, the ﬁrst metal to be used by mankind, with mechanical, chemical and electronic properties that makes
it, still today, a reference in human activities and welfare. Furthermore, Cu plays a key role in every life

form [1] acting as a cofactor in metabolic enzymes, which
are involved in cellular reparation, respiration or photosynthesis [2,3]. In living systems Cu is present in two
oxidation states, Cu(I) and Cu(II), ruling electron transfer in vital redox mechanisms. Due to its unpaired electron
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Fig. 1: Decay scheme of 68m Cu/68 Cu. In black are the relevant gamma lines for the TDPAC experiment. Width and
length of the arrows are proportional to intensity and energy,
respectively.

and characteristic d-d transition absorption, Cu(II) is well
studied with diﬀerent spectroscopic methods [4], while
Cu(I) is diﬃcult to observe because of its closed shell (d10 )
electronic structure leading to basically featureless spectroscopic properties. On the other hand, as a diamagnetic
ion, Cu(I) can potentially be investigated by Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR)/Nuclear Quadrupole Resonance
(NQR) spectroscopy.
63
Cu and 65 Cu are stable isotopes which have been used
very successfully in studies of bulk matter, notably recently the high-Tc superconductors. Such experiments,
however, require a large amount of sample material and
are often restricted to low temperatures. In biological
systems, the use of the solution-phase NMR is often the
method of choice for studying structure and dynamics at
the metal binding sites. This technique has a very limited application to Cu(I) containing complexes, due to the
large nuclear quadrupole moments of 63 Cu and 65 Cu NMR
nuclei and their low gyromagnetic ratios. These cause
low sensitivity and broad resonance lines [5–7]. Therefore, there is considerable interest in searching for other
techniques, which have potential for characterizing the
Cu(I) binding structure and electronic states in diluted
concentrations of the probing isotope in biological and
solid-state materials. A practical solution can be given
by radioactive hyperﬁne techniques, such as Mössbauer
spectroscopy (MS) or Time-Diﬀerential Perturbed Angular Correlation (TDPAC) [8–10]. These are sensitive to
the interaction of the nuclear electric quadrupole and/or
magnetic dipole moments with the electric ﬁeld gradients
(EFG) or the magnetic hyperﬁne ﬁelds (Bhf ) generated by
the external charge distribution and polarization of the
host material [11]. Unfortunately, no copper isotope is
available for MS experiments. By looking at the decay
schemes of Cu isotopes, one ﬁnds that 68m Cu with a halflife of 3.75 minutes and its decay cascade (shown in ﬁg. 1)
appears as the best TDPAC candidate to be used as a
copper probe for future applications in the ﬁelds of materials physics, chemistry and biophysics. The selection

of the 68m Cu/68 Cu isomeric decay was made considering
several favorable properties: a) a cascade with suitable
gamma-ray energies 637 keV and 84 keV; b) an intermediate 2+ state with 7.84 ns half-life c) a high expected
angular anisotropy factor of 15%. The latter is easily
measurable and deﬁnes the maximum observable amplitude of the TDPAC perturbation function. Moreover, a
TDPAC cascade with a starting isomeric parent state is
particularly useful, since perturbations due the electronic
rearrangement following a chemical valence change after
electron capture or beta decay are avoided.
The half-life of 3.75 minutes is short, but it can still allow post-implantation sample conditioning and data taking. The hyperﬁne interactions are measured consequently
at the intermediate state (2+ , 84.1 keV, 7.84 ns). Last but
not least, the current 68m Cu yields available at the
ISOLDE facility [12,13], when combined with an eﬃcient
detection system with good energy and time resolution,
made these experiments possible.
Herein, we report the ﬁrst TDPAC experiment performed on a Cu isotope, which simultaneously provided
the ﬁrst measurement of the nuclear electric quadrupole
and magnetic dipole moments of the (2+ , 84.1 keV, 7.84 ns)
state of 68 Cu, obtained in the isomeric decay of 68m Cu.
From the nuclear physics point of view these data are of
particular interest, because in the empirical shell model
the 1+ ground state (g.s.) and the 2+ isomer in 68 Cu are
assumed to form a πp3/2 ×νp−1
1/2 doublet relative to Z = 28,
68
N = 40 Ni. Nuclear moments are known for the g.s. and
the 68m Cu, 6− isomer [14]. The present values for the 2+
isomer doublet partner complete this information on the
robustness of the N = 40 sub-shell closure.
Experiment. – The 68m Cu+ ion beam was produced
online at ISOLDE by the bombardment of a UCx target
with the 1.4 GeV proton beam from the CERN Proton
Synchrotron Booster and selective Cu ionization using the
RILIS (Resonance Ionization Laser Ion Source) [15,16].
The target/ion source parameters were optimized to enhance 68m Cu/68 Cu and suppress surface ionized 68 Ga such
that [Cu]/[Ga] ≈ 80. The pure 68 Cu beam with 30 keV
energy was then redirected to the VITO (Versatile Ionpolarized Techniques Online) [17] beam line where a sample holder was mounted inside a quartz ﬁnger collection
chamber with 2 mm wall thickness. This minimized the
gamma absorption and allowed direct view to the sample. The TDPAC set-up mounted online consisted of
four LaBr3 gamma detectors with good energy resolution
(11.6% at 84.1 keV and 3.0% at 637 keV) and time resolution of 800 ps for the selected cascade. Data acquisition was performed with the digital and FPGA signal
processing DIGIPAC setup [18–20]. The detectors were
positioned in a plane perpendicular to the direction of the
radioactive beam, each detector placed at ±90◦ and 180◦
with respect to the others, as shown in ﬁg. 2. The samples
were placed in the geometrical center of the setup. Implantation and measurement were performed simultaneously
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For the geometry chosen here R(t) is simply a sum of cosine functions of the quadrupole or magnetic interaction
frequencies. Our analysis used the previously known electric ﬁeld gradients and magnetic ﬁelds for copper in the
selected materials, in order to extract the nuclear electric
quadrupole moment, Q, as well as the nuclear magnetic
dipole moment, μ, of the 2+ state in 68 Cu.
In the case of integer spin I and axial symmetry of the
EFG, η = 0, the quadrupole coupling constant, νQ , is
directly related to the quadrupole moment, Q, and to the
observable frequency, ω0 , by the expression
νQ =

Fig. 2: Scheme of the experimental PAC set-up online at
ISOLDE. The quartz ﬁnger (transparent cylinder in the center)
and the four cylindrical LaBr3 detectors (38 mm diameter,
38 mm length) surrounding it are shown.

at room temperature. The maximum beam intensity delivered at the sample position for 68 Cu in isomeric and
ground state was 5 × 107 atoms/s. However, an eﬀective
lower beam intensity of about 1 × 107 atoms/s was maintained to avoid gamma pile-up saturation of the detectors,
keeping a reasonable 50 kHz count rate per detector. Depending on the sample and beam conditions the data were
acquired from two to four hours per sample, achieving a
maximum of 2×1011 implanted atoms, with an estimated
dose not greater than 1012 at/cm2 per sample.
Analysis. – For nuclei implanted into a polycrystalline
host material, the angular probability distribution, W (θ),
of ﬁnding γ1 -γ2 emitted with a certain angle θ can be
expanded into a Legendre polynomial series Pk (cos θ)
as [9,10]

Akk (γ1 , γ2 ) Gkk (t) Pk (cos (θ));
(1)
W (θ) =
k

Akk are the anisotropy coeﬃcients of the γ-γ cascade.
Gkk (t) is the perturbation factor that contains all the information about the magnetic dipole and/or the electric
quadrupole interactions. The TDPAC setup measures the
number of γ1 -γ2 coincidences, Nij (θ, t), as a function of
time t between detection of γ1 and γ2 for every pair of
detectors (i, j). Then, the random coincidences are subtracted and the multiple spectra are combined correcting
for eﬃciencies and sample misalignment in two single spectra N (180◦ , t) and N (90◦ , t). These are used to build the
experimental perturbation function, R(t), eliminating the
exponential part of N (θ, t) and revealing the perturbation
function to be analyzed [9,10]:
R (t) = 2

N (180◦, t) − N (90◦ , t)
.
N (180◦ , t) + 2N (90◦ , t)

(2)

eQVzz
2I (2I − 1)
= ω0
,
h
3π

(3)

where Vzz is the principal component of the EFG tensor
at the nuclear site [9,10].
In a similar way, the magnetic dipole moment can be obtained from the precession frequency, ωL , of the magnetic
moment in the magnetic hyperﬁne ﬁeld, Bhf , as given by
the Larmor equation:
ωL = μBhf /Ih̄ = gμN Bhf /h̄,

(4)

where μ is the magnetic dipole moment of the intermediate
state of the probe nuclei and g the dimensionless g-factor.
The analysis of the observable perturbation function,
R(t), depends on several factors such as the time resolution of the experimental apparatus and the probing state
lifetime that determines the observable frequencies, the
latter being proportional to the product of the hyperﬁne
ﬁelds and nuclear moments.
Results. – Figure 3 illustrates the R(t) experimental
perturbation functions obtained for 3a) 68 Cu in Cu2 O,
3b) 68 Cu in Co and 3c) 68 Cu in Ni. All the ﬁts to the
experimental data were performed assuming a solid angle
corrected, eﬀective anisotropy coeﬃcient Aeﬀ
22 = −0.13(1)
for the angular correlation of the γ1 (637 keV)-γ2 (84 keV)
cascade with theoretical values expected for this cascade
A22 = −0.1545 and A44 = 0 [21,22]. For the data ﬁtting
procedure, we refer the readers to [23,24] and references
therein. When there is evidence for multiple sets of nuclei interacting with diﬀerent local environments the ﬁt
function considers a summation of Gi (t), describing each
perturbation factor,
 weighted by the respective fraction of
nuclei, fi , where
fi = 1.
Copper oxide, Cu2 O, known as cuprite, was chosen to
measure the nuclear quadrupole interaction and determine
the quadrupole moment, Q, of the 68 Cu, 2+ excited state.
Cuprite has a simple cubic structure, in which oxygen is
tetrahedrally coordinated by copper atoms, while copper
is linearly coordinated by two oxygen atoms. Due to this
low coordination of Cu, this site has a non-cubic point
symmetry and a strong EFG with zero asymmetry parameter, η = 0. The ﬁtting of the experimental perturbation
function R(t) (ﬁg. 3(a)) shows a predominant fraction of
89(3)% of 68 Cu with a characteristic quadrupole frequency
ω0 = 21.3(3) Mrad/s and η = 0. For spin 2, the respective
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Table 1: Experimental parameters obtained from ﬁtting the
R(t) function. Only relevant parameters for the calculation of
the nuclear moments are shown.

Cu2 O
Co
Ni

Aeﬀ
22

f1 (%)

ω0 (Mrad/s)

ωL (Mrad/s)

−0.13(1)
−0.13(1)
−0.13(1)

89
22
44

21.3(4)
–
–

–
1079.1(34)
273.7(48)

Table 2: Nuclear moments of the 68 Cu(2+ , 84.1 keV) state
calculated with the experimental data obtained in this work.
Previously measured and extrapolated hyperﬁne ﬁelds as explained in the text have been used.

Cu2 O
Co
Ni

Fig. 3: The R(t) function obtained from the decay of 68m Cu
implanted in diﬀerent host materials: a) Cu2 O (pellet), b) Co
(foil), c) Ni (foil).

quadrupole coupling constant is νQ = 27.14(44) MHz.
Knowing νQ and using the quadrupole coupling constant
νQ (65 Cu, g.s., 3/2) = 48.138(12) MHz for 65 Cu nuclei in
Cu2 O obtained by nuclear quadrupole resonance (NQR)
measurements [25] the ratio of the quadrupole coupling
constants is obtained. With the quadrupole moment
Q(65 Cu, 3/2+ ) = −0.195(4) b [14] the absolute value for
the quadrupole moment of the 68 Cu, 2+ state is calculated to be |Q(68 Cu, 2+ , 84.1 keV)| = 0.110(3) b.
To measure the magnetic hyperﬁne interaction, cobalt
and nickel sample hosts were implanted with 68m Cu.
Figure 3(b) shows the experimental R(t) function obtained
for 68m Cu in a cobalt foil. Three diﬀerent fractions (f )
of Cu nuclei interacting with diﬀerent local environments
have been identiﬁed (f1 = 22(1)%, f2 = 32(1)% and
f3 = 46(2)%). Even though the present measurements
were performed without an external applied ﬁeld, the R(t)
function is not typical for a random distribution of ﬁelds in
the foil, as expected for a polycrystalline-like sample. Instead, the R(t) function revealed a preferred orientation of
the magnetization along the foil surface, within the detector plane, around 45 degrees in-between detectors. This is
presumably due to the rolling process during manufacture
and shape anisotropy of the foil.
The analysis of the f3 = 46(2)% fraction, resulting in
the slowly decaying component of the spectrum, is not
compatible with the hyperﬁne ﬁelds expected for Cu in

|Q| (b)

|g|

|μ (μN )|

0.110(3)
–
–
0.110(3)

–
1.429(6)
1.402(43)
1.429(6)

–
2.859(13)
2.804(85)
2.857(6)

the cobalt host. Apparently, a fraction of the nuclei was
implanted into the aluminium sample holder, due to a
non-optimal beam focusing. The f2 = 32(1)% fraction
is assigned to 68 Cu interacting with non-identiﬁed point
defects created during room temperature implantation in
the Co foil. The remaining f1 = 22(1)% fraction of atoms
on unperturbed lattice sites of the Co hcp lattice interact with a strong magnetic ﬁeld, producing a very clear
spectrum from which one obtains the magnetic precession
frequency ωL = 1079.1(34) Mrad/s.
As reference, one has the precise magnetic frequencies
values from previous nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
measurements for 63 Cu in Co, ωL = 1117.8(3) Mrad/s,
and for 65 Cu in Co, ωL = 1198.2(3) Mrad/s [26]. Since the
magnetic hyperﬁne ﬁeld is independent of the Cu isotope
embedded in Co, by using the g factor for 63 Cu and 65 Cu
(g = 1.480(0), g = 1.580(5)) [27], and eq. (4), one computes g = gi ωL /ωLi , where ωL is the value obtained in this
work for the 2+ , 84.1 keV of 68 Cu, and the index i refers to
each 63 Cu or 65 Cu parameters. Two slightly diﬀerent values for the g factor of the 68 Cu, 2+ state are obtained,
which were averaged leading to |g(2+ , 84.1 keV)| =
1.429(6). Note that the magnetic frequencies ωL mentioned above from ref. [26] were obtained by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) measurements at a temperature
of 282 K. The small diﬀerence in temperature between
the NMR (282 K) and the current TDPAC measurements
(295 K) is irrelevant, since the expected hyperﬁne ﬁeld
changes in Co are smaller than 0.2%. Finally, the absolute value for the magnetic dipole moment of the 68 Cu, 2+
state is determined to be |μ(2+ , 84.1 keV)| = 2.859(13) μN.
Figure 3(c) shows complementary TDPAC measurements obtained for 68m Cu implanted in a nickel foil.
A similar spectrum analysis to the Co case was made,
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Table 3: Experimental, additivity extrapolated and shell model g factors and quadrupole moments.

Experimenta
69

Cu
Cu
68
Cu
67

67

Ni

g

Additivity
Q (b)

I

g

Q (b)

3/2−
3/2−
1+

1.8922(7)
1.6761(4)
2.3933(6)

−0.147(16)
−0.174(8)
−0.082(13)

1.930

−0.080(3)

2+

(+)1.429(6)

(−)0.110(3)

1.639

−0.160(6)

6−

0.1925(1)

−0.44(2)

0.380

1/2−
9/2+

1.202(5)
−0.125(6)

a

Present work (bold) and refs. [14,28].

b

πνpf5/2 g9/2 model space with jj44b interaction; eπ = 1.5 e, eν = 1.1 e and gsν = 0.7 gsfree [29].

c

Inferred from

67,69 Cu

,

67 Ni

Shell modelb
g
Q (b)
1.854
1.784
2.367
2.057c
1.173
1.581c
0.254
0.241c
0.874
−0.283

−0.1547
−0.1875
−0.0945
−0.084c
−0.190
−0.168c
−0.358
−0.474c
−0.250

shell model by additivity.

reveiling that the R(t) function can be described by
only two fractions of Cu nuclei in diﬀerent environments. Again, a slow frequency component is present,
f2 = 56(3)% of Cu atoms which have landed in the
aluminium sample holder. Nonetheless, f1 = 44(2)%
of the Cu nuclei interact with a well-deﬁned magnetic
ﬁeld, characterized by a magnetic precession frequency
ωL = 273.7(48) Mrad/s.
As reference, one has the magnetic hyperﬁne ﬁeld obtained in [30] Bhf = −4.7(1) T at 4 K. This value was
then rescaled to 105 K using the magnetization saturation
curve of [31], obtaining Bhf = −4.6(1) T. A ﬁnal extrapolation of the hyperﬁne magnetic ﬁeld was performed to
304 K using the time diﬀerential perturbed angular distribution (TDPAD) measurements for 62 Cu in Ni [32].
From that work the magnetic frequencies, at 105 K and
304 K, were graphically extracted, ωL = 153.8(17) Mrad/s
and ωL = 135.5(10) Mrad/s, respectively. One calculates
the ﬁnal extrapolated ﬁeld Bhf = −4.08(10) T. With the
present experimental frequency, ωL = 273.7(48) Mrad/s
one obtains |g(2+ , 84.1 keV)| = 1.402(43). The magnetic
dipole moment is determined as |μ(2+ , 84.1 keV)| =
2.804(85) μN.
From the two independent crosscheck experiments using
cobalt (μ = 2.859(13) μN) and nickel (μ = 2.804(85) μN)
hosts, the average (error weighted) value of μ =
2.857(6) μN has been adopted. Tables 1 and 2 summarize the relevant experimental parameters obtained in the
present work and the calculated nuclear quadrupole and
magnetic moments.
Discussion. – When preparing the present experiment, we had to estimate the nuclear properties of the
68
Cu, 2+ state. Since the structure of the low-lying 1+ ,
+
2 doublet is expected to be essentially (68 Cu; 1+ , 2+ ) =
(69 Cu; 3/2−)× (67 Ni; 1/2−), largely independent of the assumption of a speciﬁc conﬁguration, predictions of the
nuclear moments may be calculated from experimental

values in neighboring nuclei. This empirical approach
is expected to include the major part of correlations of
the true wave function, even if Z = 28, N = 40 is not
a robust shell closure. The additivity rule for nuclear
moments, see, e.g., [33], yields for the quadrupole moments in the stretched I π = 2+ state Q(68 Cu; 2+ ) =
Q(67,69 Cu; 3/2− ) as Q(67 Ni; 1/2−) ≡ 0, whereas angular momentum re-coupling yields Q(68 Cu; 1+ ) = 1/2 ×
Q(67,69 Cu; 3/2− ). Similarly, one gets μ(68 Cu; 2+ ) =
μ(67,69 Cu; 3/2−) + μ(67 Ni; 1/2−) and μ(68 Cu; 1+ ) = 5/6 ×
μ(67,69 Cu; 3/2−) − 1/2 × μ(67 Ni; 1/2− ). The validity of
additivity of nuclear moments in the vicinity of 68 Ni has
been discussed by Vingerhoets et al. in the framework of
shell model calculations [14]. In table 3 experimental data
are compared to results inferred from additivity. The data
for 67 Ni neighbours are listed for comparison. For empirical interpolation the mean value of 67,69 Cu values was
always used. For g factor and Q of 68 Cu, 2+ positive, respectively negative signs were adopted following the shell
model expectation.
When it was noted that the nuclear moments measured in this work were only qualitatively reproduced by
the additivity treatment, shell model calculations in the
πν(f5/2 , p, g9/2 ) model space above an inert 56 Ni core were
performed with the jj44b [34] interaction. The results for
the copper isotopes and 67 Ni are shown in table 3. Even
though the moments of the 68 Cu, 1+ ground state are quite
well reproduced, the theoretical results for the 2+ and 6−
state, as well as for 67 Ni, are quite far from the experimental ones. For the magnetic moments this is mainly due to
the 67 Ni, 1/2− value, which is underestimated in the shell
model with the eﬀective operator used as speciﬁed in the
footnotes to table 3.
The deviation in the empirical value, however, points to
a more complicated structure beyond the simple πp3/2 ×
νp−1
1/2 conﬁguration of the wave function, which is also observed for the 68 Cu, 6− state. This is even more apparent
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in the 2+ state. Note that shell model interactions fail to
predict the correct 1+ -2+ sequence [14]. Inspection of the
shell model wave function indicates a substantial diﬀerence
−1
in the two wave functions yielding a ≥ 20%πp3/2 × νf5/2
component in the 2+ , while it is < 1% in the 1+ state, in
agreement with 67 Ni, 1/2−.
This also manifests itself in the observation, that the
actual shell model value for the g factor of the 1+ state is
smaller than the one calculated assuming additivity of the
shell model values of the 67,69 Cu and 67 Ni neighbors (also
included for comparison in table 3), while for the 2+ state
the opposite is found. It is interesting to note, that the
additivity values for the g factors of the 1+ and 2+ states,
when corrected for this wave function eﬀect, come much
closer to the experimental results. Thus it may be concluded, that a successful theoretical shell model description would have to include also particle-hole excitations
across the Z = 28 shell, in agreement with the observation in [33] for the heavy odd-A copper isotopes. Unfortunately, such calculations are not available for the odd-odd
isotopes, and are beyond the scope of the present work.
The fact that the ratio of the experimental quadrupole
moments of the 2+ to the one of the 1+ state is far from
the value of about 2, expected both in additivity and the
straight shell model, could be a particularly critical check
of such calculations, since they would also include the
changes of collective properties from one isotope to the
next [35].
Conclusions. – The TDPAC technique was used to
measure for the ﬁrst time the electric quadrupole and
the magnetic dipole moments of the ﬁrst excited state
in 68 Cu(2+ , 84.1 keV). Values of Q = −0.110(3) b and
μ = 2.857(6) μN were obtained.
The diﬀerences between measured and shell model predicted values for the nuclear moments can be explained
by limitations of the model space, which excluded proton particle-hole excitations across the Z = 28 closed
shell. The additivity rules for magnetic and quadrupole
moments yield only qualitative estimates for conﬁgurations composed of single particle/hole states. This may
be traced back to the weak N = 40 subshell closure at
Z = 28.
The present work clearly demonstrates the feasibility of
using the 68m Cu/68 Cu isomeric decay as a unique copper probe for hyperﬁne interactions studies in areas such
as condensed and soft matter physics, biophysics and
chemistry.
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